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Abstract
Cancer cells acquire many metabolic
rearrangements to provide energy and
macromolecules required for continuous growth
and proliferation. Warburg suggested that
cancerous cells rely only on glycolysis for energy
and biosynthesis of macromolecules. It’s still
unexplainable that how this metabolic switch
allows predominance of cancer cell in the hypoxic
and metabolically highly active conditions around
the cancerous cells. Understanding of signaling
particularly, role of Ser/Thr PI3 kinase Target of
Rapamycin TOR, “central regulator of growth” in
cancer cell metabolism has ignited interest in
comprehending the precise mechanism linking
cancer cell environment to metabolic
rearrangements ensuring cancer proliferation. The
focus of present review is to summarize the role
of TOR in metabolic rearrangements prevalent in
glycolysis and TCA occurring in cancerous cell.
The insights from mechanistic of mTOR signaling
in cancer cell metabolism have led to identification
of several downstream candidates to be explored
in anticancer therapeutics. Thus usage of drug
directly targeting macromolecular biosynthesis in
combination with environment responder, mTOR
inhibitor, is more promising in cancer therapeutics.
Introduction
Cell growth is a phenomenon that relies on
ability of cell to biosynthesize macromolecules
and drive energy. It’s an incompletely understood
complex phenomenon that involves direct

communication between extra and intracellular
environment. Any communication gap between
the two, because of mechanistic failure at any
step either results in cell death or uncontrolled
proliferation of cells. Randomly growing cells need
to establish their predominance in available
variable environmental conditions to promote
tumorigenesis. To accommodate these
observations, Warburg in 1927 predicted that
cancerous cells heavily rely on glycolysis rather
than oxidative metabolism. These cells generate
lactate from glucose inspite of adequate oxygen
supply and utilize glucose for macromolecular
synthesis (anabolism). Its established now that
aerobic glycolysis, uptake of glutamine and
glycine allows cancer cells to produce energy and
biosynthesize macromolecule(Teicher et al. 2012).
A thorough understanding of growth response to
diverse environmental cues is mandatory for
development of efficient cancer therapeutics.
Of late, mTOR has become a favorite
candidate in cancer therapeutics. It regulates cell
growth in response to different environmental
conditions (energy, stress, hypoxia, growth factors
etc.) by regulating processes such as translation,
transcription, autophagy etc. It catalyzes number
of growth process by participating as component
of two Complexes mTORC1 and mTORC2.
mTORC1 primarily regulates temporal aspect
while mTORC2 regulates spatial aspect of
growth(Suzuki and Inoki 2011). Interestingly,
mTOR is activated in more than 80% of cancers.
Its association with cancers is validated by
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presence of several oncogenic mutations in
components that act upstream of mTOR as well
as in mTOR itself(Murugan et al. 2013). mTORC1
facilitates alteration of cell metabolism best suited
to promote tumorigenesis. It plays role in almost
all process e.g., glycolysis, lipogenesis,
nucleotide biosynthesis, protein synthesis etc,
required for continuous synthesis of
macromolecules in growing cancer and provides
an explanation to Warburg effect. Here our focus
is to summarize the role of mTOR in metabolic
rearrangements in cancer which can be exploited
in development of new therapeutic interventions
with the ability of targeted therapy.
Role of mTOR in cell growth metabolism :
mTORC1primarily controls cell growth by
regulating the activity of eIF4 and S6 kinase, the
two well established substrates of TOR kinase.
These two substrates precisely regulate protein
synthesis, ribosome biogenesis, stress response
etc. The pathophysiology of cancer is supported
by 3 major metabolic pathways i.e., A. Glycolysis,
B. Pentose Phosphate Pathway (PPP) and C.
Lipogenesis. Largely mTORC1 regulates these
pathways by controlling the expression of
transcription factors HIF1α and SREBP. Basically
it drives glucose uptake and glycolysis through
upregulation of HIF1 α , induced under low oxygen
concentration. It not only induces the expression
of enzymes involved in glycolysis instead also
promotes uptake of glucose by regulation of
expression of glucose transporters (Pinheiro et
al. 2010). Moreover, activated mTORC1 induces
the expression of lipid and sterol biosynthetic
genes by stimulating the activity of SREBP.
Interestingly SREBP also increases the
expression of G6PD rate limiting enzyme of
oxidative branch of PPP in mTORC1 dependent
manner (Wang et al. 2014). This indirectly helps
in nucleotide synthesis. Recently it has also been
shown that mTORC1 regulates pyrimidine
biosynthesis in an S6K1 dependent manner.
Hyperactive mTOR phosphorylates S6K1 which
in turn phosphorylates CAD, a multifunctional
enzyme that catalyzes the three steps in
pyrimidine synthesis. Further the role of ACLY in
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histone acetylation is mediated by SREBP. This
implicates global role of mTORC1 in regulation of
expression of various genes by chromatin
modification. SREBP also plays crucial role in
regulation of genes associated with lipogenesis.
mTOR also responds to energy stress via AMPK.
Increased AMP/ATP ratio induces AMPK which
in turn phosphorylates raptor and suppress
mTORC1in response to depleted energy levels
(Gwinn et al. 2008). An ATP dependent TTTRUVBL1/L complex remains dissociated, and
prevents interaction between Rag and mTORC1
required for lysosomal localization and amino acid
based mTORC1 activation(Kim et al. 2013).
Interestingly, a recent study has demonstrated
the role of mTOR in reprogramming cellular
metabolism from glycolysis to oxidative
phosphorylation upon relocalization onto
mitochondria (Lu et al. 2015). Basically this can
increase sensitivity of cancerous cells to various
metabolic inhibitors.
Regulation of Glycolysis by mTOR : Glycolysis
provides the much needed energy and
macromolecules for tumorigenesis. It’s a oxidative
process where glucose is broken into two 3C
pyruvate through series of steps catalyzed by
number of enzymes. mTORC1 increases
expression of the primary glucose transporter
Glut1 and several of the enzymes involved in
catalyzing various steps of glycolytic pathway in
HIF1α dependent manner. HIF1α being oxygen
sensitive, gets rapidly degraded under normal
oxygen concentration. Nevertheless, hyperactive
TORC1 with increased translation downstream of
4E-BP eIF-4E branch ensures accretion of HIF1α
(Ruggero et al. 2004). Though most of the
enzymes of glycolysis are associated with tumor
growth, however role of each in cancer is not well
defined.
Hexokinase : It catalyzes the first and rate
limiting step of glycolytic pathway i.e., conversion
of glucose to to glucose 6-phosphate. Of four
mammalian isozymes, HK2 is often hyperactivated in malignant tumors. Its localization onto
mitochondrial membrane ensures its ability to
couple ATP synthesis to Glucose phosphorylation.
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glucose 6-phosphate thus generated is utilized in
continuing with glycolysis. This also participates
in nucleotide synthesis by contributing in pentose
phosphate pathway which is utilized for synthesis
of ribose sugars (Kumar et al. 1996). Activity of
HK2 is regulated by miR125a/b and miR143.
Interestingly, mTOR regulates the expression of
miR143 which means hyperactivation of mTOR
may promote expression of HK2 via
downregulation of miR143(Grabiner et al. 2014).
Glucose 6 phosphate isomerase (GPI) : GPI or
phosphor glucose isomerase catalyzes the
reversible isomerization of glucose 6-phosphate
to fructose 6-phosphate in glycolysis. GPI is
released by tumor cells. It act as autocrine motility
factor, induces mitogenic, motogenic and
differentiation functions implicated in various
aspects of tumor progression and metastasis(Bao
et al. 2014). It plays crucial role in synthesis of
PAP and glycerolipid. Loss of function mutants of
GPI results in accumulation of glucose 6phosphate. It has been observed that an increased
concentration of G6P acts as inducer of mTOR
signaling in cardiomiocytes. Further GPI
deficiency results in increase in PA levels, which
has an established role in mTOR signaling(You
et al. 2014).
Phosphofructokinase : Phosphofructokinase
catalyzes rate limiting phosphorylation of fructose6-phosphate to fructose-1,6-bisphosphate by using
ATP as energy source. It is regulated allosterically
by 2,3-diphosphoglycerate. Very little information
is available about its direct role either in
tumorigenesis or mTOR mediated cancer
pathology(Yi et al. 2012).
Aldolase : Six carbon sugars are cleaved by an
aldolase to produce two 3 carbon triose phosphate
glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate and dihydroxyacetone phosphate. Disruption of Aldolase inhibits
cell proliferation by 90% in Ras transformed NIH3T3 cells. However, this inhibition is neither linked
to glycolytic flux nor to levels of intracellular ATP
rather probably is outcome of disruption of actincytoskeleton dynamics(Lew and Tolan 2012).
Since mTORC2 plays role in actin cytoskeleton
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dynamics, the possible regulatory role of mTORC2
cannot be ignored.
Triose phosphate Isomerase : Triosephosphate
isomerase reversibly catalyzes the conversion of
dihydroxyacetone phosphate to glyceraldehyde
3-phosphate. No direct correlation of activity of
this enzyme with hyperactive mTOR has been
reported till date. However, in study it was proposed
that upregulation of TPI could possibly retrieve
tumor cells from a resting or dormant fashion back
to cell cycle, and thus sensitize tumor cells to
chemotherapy (Fonvielle et al. 2005).
Glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase
(GAPDH) : GAPDH catalyzes the oxidation of
glycerate 3-phosphate to 1,3 bisphos
phateglycerate resulting in ATP synthesis.
Overexpression of GAPDH has been observed in
various tumor and malignant cell lines e.g., human
prostate cancer, lung cancer etc(Guo et al.
2013).GAPDH plays significant role in regulating
mTOR activity in response to glucose flux.
GAPDH can interact with Rheb. Rheb GTP
interaction with mTOR is mandatory for responding
to amino acid levels in cell (nutrient sensing). When
concentration of glucose is low GAPDH remains
associated with Rheb so no free Rheb is available
to interact with mTOR. However under conditions
of high glucose influx GAPDH is primarily involved
in carrying out glycolysis and does not interact
with Rheb(Lee et al. 2009). Thus free Rheb GTP
binds to mTOR and promotes cell growth.
Basically GAPDH serves as a connecting link
between glycolysis and mTORC1 signalling.
Phosphoglycerate kinase : It catalyzes reversible
reaction of conversion of substrate 1,3Biphosphoglycerate to 3 phosphoglycerate with
generation of ATP. Out of two isoforms of PGK,
PGK1 and PGK2, PGK1 is regulated by hypoxia
inducible factor 1α . Increased PGK1 is found in
number of different cancers. Recently, PGK1 was
identified as substrate of nuclear p85 s6k1 in
phosphoproteomic screen for identification of
targets and function of nuclear p85s6k1(Jastrzebski
et al. 2011).
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Phosphoglycerate mutase : It catalyzes the
interconversion of glycerate 3-phosphate (3PG)
and glycerate 2-phosphate (2PG). Altered
expression of mutase is observed in different types
of cancer. Overexpression of PGAM1 is
associated with 66.7% of hepatocellular
Carcinoma, Wherein it provides metabolic
advantage to cancer cell proliferation and tumor
growth. PGAM1 coordinates glycolysis and
anabolic biosynthesis partially by controlling
intracellular levels of substrate 3PG and product
2PG. 3PG inhibits 6PGD by directly binding to
the active site of 6PGD and competing with its
substrate 6PG. Attenuation of PGAM1 results in
abnormal accumulation of 3PG, which in turn
inhibits 6PGD and consequently leads to the
oxidative PPP and anabolism (Peng et al. 2016).
Enolase : Enolase also known as phosphor
pyruvate hydatase catalyzes the penultimate step
of glycolysis by converting 2- phosphoglycerate
to phosphoenolpyruvate. Promoter contains
hypoxia responsive element. EnoA is upregulated
at the mRNA and/or protein level in several tumors
including brain, breast etc. In cancer cells, EnoA
is overexpressed and localizes on their surface
where it acts as a key protein in tumor metastasis,
promoting cellular metabolism in anaerobic
conditions and driving tumor invasion through
plasminogen activation and extracellular matrix
degradation No direct link of its regulation via
mTORC1 has been observed.
Pyruvate Kinase : PK catalyzes the irreversible
phosphoryl group transfer from phosphoenol
pyruvate to ADP, yielding pyruvate and ATP.
Pyruvate kinase is a tetramer that is allosterically
activated by PEP and negatively regulated by ATP.
PKM2 isoform is exclusively expressed in
embryonic, proliferating and tumor cells and it
plays an essential role in tumor metabolism and
growth. mTOR acts as a central activator of
Warburg effect by inducing PKM2 and other
glycolytic enzymes under normoxic
conditions.mTOR upregulation of PKM2
expression through HIF1α mediated transcription
activation and c-myc heterogenous nuclear
ribonucleoprotein (hn RNPs) dependent regulation
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of PKM2 gene splicing. Disruption of PKM2
suppressed oncogenic mTOR mediated
tumorigenesis(Sun et al. 2011). PKM2 stimulated
glycolysis contributes to the development of
tumors caused by hyperactive mTOR and therefore
this interaction may be targeted in anticancer
therapeutics.
Lactate dehydrogenase : Glucose is
preferentially converted into lactic acid through
aerobic glycolysis. Lactate dehydrogenase
catalyzes formation of lactic acid from pyruvate.
It’s a tetrameric enzyme composed of two
subunits (LDHA and LDHB). The exact mechanism
by which mTOR regulates the activity of LDH is
unknown. However, recent studies have shown
that mTOR positively regulates activity of LDHB
and signal transducer and activator of transcription
3 (STAT3). STAT3 is a transcription activator of
LDHB, downstream of mTOR(Zha et al. 2011)
Pyruvate Dehydrogenase : It’s a link between
glycolysis and TCA cycle. It catalyzes the
conversion of pyruvate to acetyl-CoA via
decaroxylation. Activity of PDH is regulated by
Pyruvate dehydrogenase kinase (PDK1). The
ability of HIF1 α to suppress TCA is primarily
because of regulation of PDK1. Thus under
hypoxic conditions an activated HIF1α activates
PDK1 which suppresses PDH by phosphorylation
dephosphorylation of three serine residues
(ser264, ser271 and ser203) (Seifert et al. 2007;
Denko 2008; Shi et al. 2011)
TCA : Role of TCA cycle in promotion of cancer
is not well illustrated. The opponent of Warburg
has always suggested an active role of TCA in
energy production in cancerous cells. Truncation
of TCA cycles due to various physiological or
genetic factors does not lead to its complete
suppression. Rather utilization of alternative
carbon sources, e.g., glutamine ensures
replenishment of TCA steps and ensures
generation of energy and macromolecules
(DeBerardinis et al. 2007; Le et al. 2012; Nain et
al. 2014). Interestingly one of the crucial steps in
completion of TCA cycle is utilization of glutamine
to produce alfa ketoglutarate and activity of
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enzyme GDH which catalyzes this conversion is
regulated by TOR complex. Basically TOR plays
crucial role in TCA by promoting glutamine
anaplerosis by activating glutamate
dehydrogenase. TORC1 represses the activity of
GDH inhibitor, SIRT4 (mitochondria localized
sirtuin) by promoting proteasome mediated
destabilization of cAMP-responsive element
binding 2 (CREB2) (Cibelli et al. 1999; Csibi et al.
2013). Glutamine is also considered as positive
regulator of mTORC1. It facilitates uptake of
leucine and promotes mTORC1 assembly and
lysosomal localization. Also explains addiction
of cancer cells to glutamine. Role of mTOR
complex in facilitating other steps of TCA or ETC,
ATP synthase activity are not well illustrated.
Lipogenesis and Pentose Phosphate pathway:
Recent studies has unraveled prominent role of
mTOR in regulating lipogenesis and Pentose
Phosphate pathway, important mechanism by
which number of tumor cells meet the unique
metabolic demands of proliferating cancerous
cells. SREBP, transcription factor facilitates these
two processes. Akt(upstream regulator of mTOR)
regulates SREBP partially by promoting stability
of its processed form through inhibition of glycogen
synthase kinase (GSK3). GSK3 targets SREBP
for proteasomal degradation by its phosphorylation
(Jope et al. 2007; Xu et al. 2009; Dong et al. 2016).
SREBP also stimulates the fatty acid
synthesis by regulating ACLY at mRNA level. It
promotes utilization of acetyl CoA generated upon
degradation of citrate to acetyl CoA and
oxaloacetate. This requires activity of enzyme
ACLY, which has been reported to be upregulated
in different types of cancer (Zaidi et al. 2012;
Khwairakpam et al. 2015). AKT/PI3k pathway is
responsible for regulation of phosphorylation and
activation of ACLY to meet increased demand of
fatty acid synthesis generated by membrane
biogenesis of growing cells. ACLY is required for
histone acetylation which suggests a potential
role for global regulation of chromatin downstream
of mTORC1 (Covarrubias et al. 2016). Further
exposure of cancer cell lines to mTOR kinase
inhibitor INK128 has been shown to reduce the
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expression of acetyl CoA carboxylase and fatty
acid synthase along with suppressed lipogenesis
(Liu et al. 2015; Li et al. 2016).
mTORC1, regulates pentose phosphate
pathway by regulating the expression of glucose6-phosphate dehydrogenase via SREBP. G6PD
is rate limiting enzyme of oxidative branch of
pentose phosphate pathway. Thus mTORC1
promotes the utilization of glucose 6 phosphate
for synthesis of ribose sugars to be consumed in
nucleotide biosynthesis (Ye et al. 2012; Stincone
et al. 2015). Hyperactivation of TOR regulates
pyrimidine synthesis by regulation of
phosphorylation of enzyme CAD through its
downstream effector S6k1 (Magnuson et al. 2012;
Ben-Sahra et al. 2013). Further, G6PD activity
results in synthesis of NADPH. High metabolic
activity in tumor cells result in generation of high
ROS which can actually damage cells. Thus high
activity of PPP results in higher NADPH which
can be exploited to reduce glutathione in the
protection against ROS(Krüger et al. 2011;
Chadwick et al. 2013)
mTOR Inhibitors in cancer therapeutics : Crucial
role of mTOR in metabolic rearrangements
implicate the role of mTOR inhibitors in control of
cancerous growth by sabotaging altered
metabolism in cancer cells (Fig1). Rapamycin or
its analog rapalogs with better pharmaceutical
properties exhibit strong anticancer properties. In
combination with FKBp12, rapalogs specifically
bind FRB domain of Tor kinase and inhibits its
activity. Everloimus and temsirolimus (rapalogs)
have been approved by FDA for treatment of RCC
(Zhang et al. 2013).The restricted activity of
rapalogs at prescribed concentrations against
mTORC1 has limited their ability to circumvent
growth of many different types of cancer. Activation
of feedback loops and prosurvival pathways by
TORC2 supports the proliferation of cancer cells
even in presence of rapamycin/rapalogs. The new
class of molecular inhibitors with efficacy against
both mTORC1 and mTORC2, posses the ability
to globally suppress TOR mediated cell growth
activities (Wang et al. 2009; Xiong et al. 2013).
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Fig1: mTOR in cancer cell metabolism
Torin1, Torin2 have been shown to possess
anticancer properties superior to rapalogs.
Nevertheless, high complex cross talk between
survival pathways and strong immunosuppression
does not rule out the probability of generation of
drug resistant mechanism(Thoreen et al. 2009;
Moorman and Shenk 2010; Hussain et al. 2015).
An apparent better alternative is combination
therapy e.g. uses of dual inhibitors for PI3k/
mTOR. Several clinical trials are going on to
search for combination of drugs with high
anticancer activity and low toxicity. TKIs are
known to reduce tumor cell growth by suppressing
glycolysis, reducing lactate production and
expression of Glut1, HIF1α and HIF2α (Chiavarina
et al. 2012; Arreola et al. 2014). The use of
nontoxic doses of TKIs in combination with known
glycolytic inhibitor with low cytotoxicity or with
inhibitors specific to components of metabolism
which are not directly regulated by mTOR are
being tested for their ability to suppress
tumorigenesis with high efficacy and low toxicity
leading to less side effects.
The advent of various genetic engineering
approaches has made it feasible to specifically

manipulate the sequence and structure of desired
genes at high frequency. The expression of mTOR
in cancerous cells can be curtailed by designing
and targeting regulatory RNA (miRNA, siRNA) or
engineered nucleases (ZFN, TALENS or CRISPRCAS9) designed against mTOR. (Puria et al 2012).
Nonetheless genetically modified bacterial strains
with ability to recognize and grow precisely at
tumor site, are future devices for delivery of gene
expression manipulating tools (Regulatory RNA
or engineered nucleases) in cancer cells.
Concluding remarks : Reprograming of
bioenergetics of cancer cells from glycolysis to
oxidative phosphorylation hold promise of efficient
cancer therapy. Reduced pyruvate flux into
mitochondria oxidative phosphorylation enables
cancer cells to avoid ROS generation from
oxidative phosphorylation and improvised survival
even during metastasis. An induced glycolysis
acts as a constant source of energy for proliferating
cancer cells. Further expression of alternative
routes ensures supply of macromolecules to
growing cells. mTOR pathway plays vital role in
altered cancer cell metabolism. mTOR regulates
the expression of PFK2M and hexokinase largely
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responsible for activated uptake and metabolism
of glucose. Further mTOR responds to glutamine
levels, a source of intermediate for TCA cycle. In
addition mTOR mediated expression of miRNA
143 has been shown to promote glucose
metabolism in human lung cancer. Actually the
understanding of role of mTOR signalling in cancer
cell metabolism has expanded the avenues for
targeted therapy.Though drugs specific to mTOR
are known, an enhanced cytotoxicity has always
been a concern. Further it is evident that single
factor cannot be responsible for drastic metabolic
switch acquired by these cells and cancer cells
growing at different regions (periphery, deep inside
or during metastasis) faces differential nutrient
environment. As mTOR is a sensor of extracellular
and intracellular cues, its response should vary
under such different conditions. We believe that
an understanding of mTOR signalling under varied
conditions prevalent during the progression of
cancer ultimately resulting in metabolic
rearrangements will actually lead to identification
of targets with less cytotoxicity and better efficacy.
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